
WAVELINE XS INFLATABLE BOAT ASSEMBLY GUIDE & OWNERS INFORMATION

This guide applied to the following models:
WL230RAXS, WL230SSXS, WL270SSXS, WL270SAXS, WL290SAXS, WL290SFXS

XS

Your Waveline XS boat is designed to be very straight forward to assemble and
can be ready for use in just a few minutes by following these simple instructions.

Open Box and check you have the following:
(DO NOT USE ANY SHARP OBJECT TO OPEN THE BOX)

a. Boat Skin x 1
b. Floor x 1

(i) WL230RAXS, WL270SAXS, WL290SAXS………………Air Deck Floor
(ii) WL230SSXS, WL270SSXS……………………………….Slatted Floor
(iii) WL290SFXS…………………………………………………Floor Boards

c. Bench Seat x 1
d. 2 Piece Oars x 2
e. Foot Pump x 1
f. Stowage Bag x 1
g. Repair Kit x 1
h. Floor Locking Bars x 2 (WL290SFXS only)
i. Outboard Engine Bracket x 1 (WL230RAXS only)

Layout Boat Skin
Lay the boat skin out flat and pull the transom upright as much as possible.

Partially Inflate Sides
Your boat has three air chambers within the skin. Attach hose to supplied foot pump and insert into the valve within the
front air chamber, making sure that the spring in the centre of the valve has been ‘primed’ by giving it a short quarter turn 
anti-clockwise to ensure spring is at full length. This ensures a positive seal once the chamber is inflated. To connect the
hose securely to the valve, twist the nozzle to lock into place.
Using the foot pump, inflate the front chamber until about 1/2 inflated (for WL290SFXS boat) or 3/4 inflated for all other
models.
Repeat this process for each of the two side air chambers on the boat skin.

Create Rigid Floor (WL290SFXS only)
Unpack the floor sections. Lay the floor sections out next to the boat as they are numbered.
Lift the port side of the boat skin at the bow end and insert the first floor section right into the grooves between the floor
and the partially inflated side of the boat skin. Then repeat for the starboard side. Make sure bow board is pushed right
into the grooves and the keel valve is easily accessible though the hole in the floor section. Insert the next floor section as
with the bow, assuring it “locks” in to the bow floor section. (Fig A).
Insert the last board into the boat at the stern end first, and then lock it into the centre section as before (Fig B). Push all
the boards flat and into the grooves between the floor and the sides of the boat skin.
Pull sides out to allow boards to slide in.
Unpack the locking bars. Place the first locking bar on the left side with the inset side of the bar facing into the boat. Tip
the bar under the floor so the inset section “locks” board sections 2 and 3 together. Repeat for right locking bar.(Fig C).

Create Air Deck Floor (WL230RAXS, WL270SAXS, WL290SAXS only)
Unroll the floor and fit the wooden support batten into the pocket provided on the underside of the Airdeck (not applicable
on WL230RAXS). Put the deck into place ensuring the inflation valve is facing upwards and the hole through the Airdeck
allows access to the Keel Inflation valve (WL270SAXS & WL290SAXS only).

Create Slatted Floor (WL230SSXS, WL270SSXS only)
Insert the provided slats into the stitched ‘pockets’ on the inside of the boat floor.

Fit Seat
Unpack the seat. Hook the seat into the fabric strips on each side of the boat.

Fully Inflate Boat Sides
Insert pump pipe into the bow valve again and fully inflate the bow of the boat skin. Repeat for both sides. (Inflate until
hard to the touch, do not over inflate). Put caps back onto valves leaving valves in the closed position. All three
compartments of your boat should now be fully inflated.

Inflate Keel (WL270SAXS, WL290SAXS, WL290SFXS only)
Insert pump into the keel valve at the bow of the boat, which is accessible through the hole in the Air Deck (WL270SAXS,
WL290SAXS) or the hole in the floor boards (WL290SFXS). Inflate until rigid. The front of the boat will rise as the keel
takes shape.

Assemble Oars
Clip the two part oars together. Unscrew oar mounts (Rowlocks) on boat. Insert oar into Rowlock pin and screw the
securing cap down (Fig D).

Final procedures
Keep the stowage bag, repair kit and foot pump somewhere safe in case of future use. On the WL230RAXS model you
should now insert the outboard engine bracket into the fixings on the rear of the boat.

Storage
After use, if you wish to re-pack your Waveline XS Inflatable Boat simply follow the instructions above in reverse order.
Before re-packing, the boat should be rinsed with fresh water to remove all traces of salt and left to dry thoroughly.
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Inflatable Boat Adhesive and Repair Kit
Instructions for use:
Should a repair need to be carried out to your Waveline XS Inflatable Boat using the supplied repair kit,
follow the instructions below:

1. Cut out a patch with rounded corners to a size which overlaps the hole by 5cm on all sides.
2. Trace an outline of the patch where it will be fitted on the boat and ensure this area is clean and dry.
3. Degrease both the patch and the area of boat to be repaired using MEK or Acetone solvent, and leave for 10 minutes.
4. Apply a thin coat of adhesive to both surfaces.
5. Leave for 20 minutes then apply a further thin second coat to both surfaces.
6. While still tacky bring together both surfaces and apply as much pressure as possible using a rounded object (ie back of a spoon)

starting from the middle of the patch working outwards.
7. Clean off any excess glue.
8. Allow to cure for at least 12 hours prior to inflation except during an emergency when a temporary repair will suffice.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR BOATS SERIAL NUMBER:
The Following format is used to create your boats unique serial number.

EXAMPLE: CN-MARSA087K607
The first two letters relate to the country of origin (CN = China)
The next three letters relate to the supplier / Importer (MAR = Marathon Leisure Ltd)
The next two letters relate to the type of boat (SA = Solid Transom Air Deck Floor)
The next three digits are the boats unique identifying numbers (087 on this example)
The next letter (K on this example) represents month of manufacture. For example, A = Jan, B = Feb, C = March and so on.
The next number represents production year, so on the example above, 6 means 2006 (7 would mean 2007 and so on).
The last two digits define the model year, on this example 07 represents 2007.

Please take the time to note down the following information about your boat which will be useful for any future query:

MODEL:

SERIAL NUMBER:

DATE OF PURCHASE:

PLACE OF PURCHASE:

‘Waveline’ is a registered trade mark of:
Marathon Leisure Ltd, Teal Building, Northney Marina, Hayling Island, Hampshire, PO11 0NH

Tel 0870 756 4622 Fax 0870 756 4624 Email sales@marathonleisure.co.uk
www.marathonleisure.co.uk

Waveline XS Inflatable Dinghies are Imported in to the UK by:
Marathon Leisure Ltd, Teal Building, Northney Marina, Hayling Island, Hampshire, PO11 0NH

Tel 0870 756 4622 Fax 0870 756 4624 Email sales@marathonleisure.co.uk
www.marathonleisure.co.uk

WAVELINE XS BOATS ARE MANUFACTURED IN CHINA

SAFETY:

Your boat has been built to conform to UK and European Standards (CE). The relevant Certificate of Conformity is available from
Marathon Leisure Limited on request.
Maximum load and engine capacity information can be found on the transom of your boat. Ensure the boat is operated within the
stated capacities at all times.
Visually inspect all chambers and valves on a weekly basis to check for signs of damage.

If in doubt DO NOT PUT TO SEA. Take the boat to a suitable repair agent.

E.& O.E Marathon Leisure Ltd reserve the right to change the specification of any Waveline XS boats due to ongoing product development.

Boat Specifications:

WL230SSXS WL230RAXS WL270SAXS WL270SSXS WL290SFXS WL290SAXS
Chambers 3 3 3+1 3 3 3+1
Weight 32kg 28kg 36kg 36kg 49kg 43kg
Max Load 275kg 275kg 486kg 486kg 520kg 520kg
Persons 3 2+1 3+1 3+1 4 4
Max Engine 5HP 3HP 8HP 8HP 10HP 10HP
Tube Dia 37cm 37cm 40cm 40cm 40cm 40cm
Overall Length 230cm 230cm 270cm 270cm 290cm 290cm
Overall Width 135cm 135cm 145cm 150cm 150cm 250cm
Internal Length 167cm 170cm 184cm 180cm 210cm 210cm
Internal Width 71cm 71cm 73cm 72cm 74cm 74cm
Oar Length 143cm 143cm 167cm 167cm 167cm 167cm
Packed Dims(cm) 110x57x30 110x57x30 114x66x30 114x66x30 114x66x30 115x66x35


